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if it is realised that, as I have already been hinting, what we
call Science, with its bundle of " ologies ", is merely the first
harvest of a much wider system of mental motivations which
still remains protean, elusive, in the face of systematic oppo-
sition, and capable now of rapid destructive processes among
our staggering and obsolescent institutions, destruction that
will in itself lay bare the broader realities upon which alone
world reconstruction can be based.   Or to put it in other
phrases, there is reason to hope that that same proteus of
insubordination which liberated Science, may give us—not a
further extension of Science and fresh " ologies ", but some-
thing greater, a kindred thing, para-science, the next stage of
human liberation, world understanding and world revolu-
tion, the dawn of sapiens.
This new thrust of the rebellious proteus may be expected to
seek and find its own implements and methods in the replace-
ment of the world muddle of Homo Tewler by the awakening
will of sapiens.   One thing towards which it is moving even
now is the renascence of law upon a world scale.   Like
medical practice, the legal organisation has been corrupted
by the protective professionalism of the old order of things,
yet law, even bad, old-feshioned law, rigidly enforced, is an
instrument for liberty.   The man under law is a man pro-
tected from arbitrary violence; he knows clearly beforehand
what he may do and what he may not do, and the advance
of freedom wherever it has existed in the world has gone on
concurrently with the declaration and maintenance of rights.
Even our Edward Albert and his Evangeline struggled to
express something they called their *' rights " of the case,
and it is a hopeful augury of revolution that there should be
even now a formulated Declaration of Rights approved of by
a growing number of intelligent and resentful people, and
resisted, actively or passively, by every existing government
onearth.   For governing gangs and classes everywhere know
what that Declaration means for them.   It offers a funda-
mental law for a touted and retiviiised world, into which
their pomps and pretensions will be dissolved, and as the old
order of things becomes more and more plainly an intolerabh

